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About This Video

Free to Play is a feature-length documentary that follows three professional gamers from around the world as they compete for a
million dollar prize in the first Dota 2 International Tournament. In recent years, e-sports has surged in popularity to become
one of the most widely-practiced forms of competitive sport today. A million dollar tournament changed the landscape of the

gaming world and for those elite players at the top of their craft, nothing would ever be the same again. Produced by Valve, the
film documents the challenges and sacrifices required of players to compete at the highest level.

When you add Free To Play to your library, you will receive both the original downloadable version along with the streaming
version.
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Valve
Distributor:
Valve
Release Date: 19 Mar, 2014
Country: United States
Video Resolution: 1080p(3GB)
Aspect Ratio: 16:9
Audio: 5.1 Surround
Running Time: 76 minutes
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Minimum:

OS: Windows 7

Processor: Intel Core 2 or AMD equivalent

Memory: 1 GB RAM

Network: Broadband Internet connection

Storage: 200 MB available space

Additional Notes: Network Bandwidth of 5Mbps for 540p, 3Mbps for 360p.

English,French,Italian,German,Bulgarian,Czech,Dutch,Finnish,Hungarian,Korean,Polish,Portuguese,Russian,Simplified
Chinese,Swedish,Traditional Chinese,Ukrainian,Greek,Japanese,Romanian,Thai,Turkish,Dan
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First off, I want to support and like VR movies. I see it as a new, growing platform that needs an enthusiastic audience so it can
develop as a medium for entertainment. The few good ones I have experienced have been amazing, immersive experiences. For
example, Miyubi, Allumette, Old Friend reminded me of the first time watching Avatar in 3D at the movie theatre
(experiencing something new and magical).

However, this VR episode is a muddled mess. As much as I want to support it, I cannot recommend it. There's just too many
things that make it difficult to enjoy. First of all, the story is not well written or structured. There's actually very few spoken
lines in the entire 24 minute runtime. Most of the time the camera is too busy moving around at very weird angles and also
scales to even notice what's supposed to be happening. There's just very poor direction in this episode. There's a few "violent"
scenes, but I have no idea why they happened. The dialogue did not help at all in deciphering what's going on. The scenes are
too dependent on the visual surroundings that are supposed to carry the story forward (I suppose is what the director was going
for).

Secondly, the game world visuals are not pretty to look at. The world look very grimy, with an almost 70s style grainy movie
filter. There's very few colors in the world, mostly green and browns. It's a very poor game engine to use, ps3 era type of game
engine and the textures are very low. There's nothing visually appealing to look at and enjoy. And the camera just keeps moving
around, high, low, around, now everything is big, now everything is small.

Lastly, the voice acting is okay. There's just very few lines. I'm sure the actors did their best job, but how can you convey
anything with such short dialogue? There's really not much there for the actors to have worked with. The music is also fine. In
fact, it's probably the best thing about the episode, but still nothing too memorable either.

Overall, I was bored watching this and was waiting for the 24 minutes to be over. And at the end you're just riding on the longest
elevator ride with a view of what might as well be a parking lot. And the animations of the guy there (behind you) are just being
repeated of him smoking. I won't ask for a refund, but I don't think this episode is worth anything.

Rate 3\/10 only buy if you want to support VR movies so hopefully we get better content, i.e. you have money to burn

. An absolutely ingenious and brilliantly concieved game!!!. I really liked this skin, however it is somewhat disapointing that
they use the same voice lines for lightfinguer instead of the urchin lines. oliver is a child not an adult, so it makes no sense for
him to talk like an adult. until they either make olivers own lines or change his lines to the urchin lines I will maintain this
negative review.. Jesus christ its amazing. There is nothing to point out here.

It is just an alternative outfit for Barry making him look extremely formal without giving any tactical advantage or new
animations. I you like it then buy on sale but there is nothing special about it.

I do not think if in this case rating an outfit will have any point.

. Actually a really great 3D platformer hidden inside a REALLY subpar third person shooter.. The universe in peril from a
malevolent AI and all the other heroes won\u2019t answer the phone? Better send in someone who has finished this game then,
they surely know how to kick butt.

This game is a great example of a 2D ish shooter. The controls are tight; the story is pretty good and even though not fleshed out
it left me wanting more. The enemies are diverse and can be tricky to overcome if on the harder difficulties. There are also
enough challenges to keep you coming back for more and possibly enough to play through a few times just to complete
everything.

One of the many positive notes that really stands out is the soundtrack which is pretty awesome. The weapons are fun to use
although with the limited in-game economy their upgrade options are a little stunted, still nice to have though.

I would recommend this game for anyone who has a few hours to kill and wants to spend them blowing away robots. If
it\u2019s on sale it is a 100% must buy.
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It is the fun. I enjoy it most when taking a break from competitive games.. I will admit i was skeptical of this game reading
some of the first reviews. Man im glad im rich and im not worried about $3 because this game is really fun. you can either ride
in a mine cart or jog in place to move while trying to shoot robots and deflect their shots all the while shooting crystals I ave a
gtx 1080sc so i have my steam ss set to 1.3 and in game where you actually have the option of increasing it as well i have it set at
2.0 and man this game actually looks nice and with the increases i can see all the far off robots very well. the gunplay is tricky
but actually pretty good, in some ways i feel like mc cree from overwatch with my six shooter. overall i would recommend its a
fun way to spend your time.. A very enjoyable game with good aesthetics. Gameplay is a bit short but it's highly replayable..
Okay. So first things first, I absolutely love this game.

There are several different ways to play the game, which are all fun. If you're the devil, you can try and be sneaky, killing them
off one by one, or you can be really gung ho about. Both have their advantages, both have their disadvatages.

As the survivors you also have different play styles which revolve around the other players in the game. You can try and work
together, you know safety in numbers, which is an extremely valid point which I will explain in a minute, or you can go solo.
Because most of the time when you encounter other players, everything devolves into a giant slap fight.

Now as I said there is safety in numbers, because it's near impossible to capture the devil solo. Let me explain. The system by
which you capture the devil (and also revive others) is button mashing. You have to mash the hell out of your space bar. It seems
very contoller-y, so hopefully the game will eventually get full controller support. Because as it is now, I sometimes experience
issues where the button mashing doesn't work with controllers.

Something else, this game really gets to you. The first couple times you play the game you'll be a bit confused. But once you've
gotten the hang of it, you could end up being the last person alive besides the devil, with four more items to collect, feeling the
tension build further with every item collect, and every time you walk through a door wondering "Is this it? Is this the one where
the devil's waiting on the other side?".

Some things that I wouldn't really call cons, but I think could use some adjusting:

The Sprinting System - Basically your character can sprint for a couple seconds, and if you step on a puddle or walk over a rock
you fall over. That's pretty cool. What isn't cool is that when your character runs out of sprint, rather than just slow down to
walk they trip. This is something that is gauranteed to happen. Your character will trip when you run out of sprint, which brings
up a problem. The devil can sprint forever, and will only trip due to obstacles, he\/she also runs ever so slightly faster than you.
So if you get chased by the devil, you have to hope you can escape through some scene transition or you're dead. Because
nothing stops the devil from camping by your body once you've fallen over.

The Button Mashing - If this game ever got full controller support, this would be okay, but even then not everyone has a
controller. So I think this whole concept needs to be reimagined somehow, because I could totally see this feature being the
death of my keyboard.

The Slapping Feature - You can slap any character and they get slapped aside, and have a period where they have to stand back
up and where they are invulnerable. The problem is, slapping itself has no cool down. I've very commonly seen when multiple
people are in an area just slapping one another nonstop, not allowing either of them to get their items. I believe that the slap
itself should have a cooldown, then people would be less inclined to slap every single person they pass in the halls. After all,
wasting that slap on a person only to turn the corner and face the devil would be very bad. That slap could literally be the
difference between life and death for them if it had a cooldown. As it is now, when you encounter someone in the hallway, even
if neither of you ever stop moving, there is a 90% chance they will slap you.

Now is this game worth ten dollars when it's on sale?
Definetly.

Is this game worth fifteen dollars?
Yes.

I would rate this game as a 7\/10
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And I would recommend it.. I enjoyed this little game. I assume there will be more later? It seemed short, but well done, setting
us up for a great adventure, but ends too soon. Good luck to the makers and Godspeed they do good work. I'll be waiting for
more.... This game is fun as HELL..
I would call this one of those FPS games that's made mostly to have a ton of fun (especially with friends but it's still fun in
general) rather then play competitively, which is always my cup of tea.
This is only early access currently, but this game has a lot of potential. The gunplay is actually very balanced and it feels great,
you have powerups that can of course give you an advantage if used correctly\/carefully, 4 different types of grenades and each
of em works very unique, a decent amount of weapons which again- works very good, silly customization is a plus, the game
modes are fun and some are unique, and the maps are pretty decent.
I don't want to bash this for not having enough players online because this game still needs time to update and be known, but at
this current state, your best bet is to join the official discord server to find people to play with. But in the meantime- Show or
buy this game for your friends, and please share this game via YouTube, streaming, ect. Again, it has a lot of potential and it
will get better eventually! Matter of fact. There is an email given in the game, whom you can contact for a free steam key to
give to your friend! I literally played for over an hour straight just against bots and I had a GREAT time. I'm definitely looking
forward to more updates, more players, and the full release.

Hopefully some sort of co-op-survival mode will be added in the future too? Maybe zomies? I think that would fit pretty well
and make the game even more fun if done correctly.. Insanely good for an early access title. It's like if Freelancer, Pillars of
Eternity and World of Warships had a baby. Very polished and has tons of potential, in my opinion, especially since the dev
team is only two dudes. The ships feel properly massive, the combat is beefy and satisfying and the choices you make have
consequences, both for the narrative and for the player character's development as a ship captain.

This is one of the most compelling space sims I've ever played, and I've literally played them all.

Magnificent, 9.5\/10. Can't wait to see how this game develops.. I had been waiting for this game to be released, but was
surprised local co-op was not available. I initially decided not to buy, but then I read the devs intend to add this feature so I got it
anyway.

It does exactly what it seems to want to do: replicate a late 80s or early 90s run-and-gun platformer. The levels themselves are
tributes to various classic games of the era. There are some puzzle elements to the game as well, plus a good variety of weapons
and other items to pick up along the way. A wide variety of different video options are available, too (raster effects, edge
curvature, color adjustments).

I recommend the game for anyone to whom this sort of game appeals, although I personally wouldn't have bought it if two
player co-op was not in the works... It would be a shame if a "best buds" game couldn't actually be played with buds.. Well I
played this for a while.
I used to be an avid keyboard gamer but I felt this would be a lot easier with a contoller.
It is still in EA currently but this has everythign going for it.
If there was multiplayer online in it that;d be cool too.
5\/10
. I felt like physics were inconsistent in some levels which makes you frustrate.
Art is nice, the puzzles itselves are challenging, music is pretty much same all levels, mostly environment sounds.
I would say give it a shot.
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